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By Stephen Neukam

A PREVIOUSLY private sale agreement between Rider and Kaiwen Education for 
Westminster Choir College (WCC) emerged on March 25 and stoked outrage 
from those opposing the sale because of  a clause that would allow Kaiwen to 
discontinue the operation of  the institution.

The agreement, released by the Office of  the Attorney General of  New Jersey, 
states in Section 7.15, “[Kaiwen] shall not be obligated to continue any specific 
programs or the Programs of  WCC, or to continue to operate or to maintain the 
College, if  the affected Buyer Party determines, in good faith, that such continued 
action would be substantially impracticable, economically infeasible or would 
substantially adversely affect WCC.”

Public statements from Rider President Gregory Dell’Omo, the university and 
other clauses within the agreement hold that Kaiwen must operate WCC for at least 
10 years and substantially maintain the academic programs currently offered at 
WCC for at least five years. 

The Rider University Chapter of  American Association of  University Professors 
(AAUP) released a statement on March 25 criticizing the sale agreement and 
expressing deep concern about the previously-secret clause in the document.

“[The AAUP] expressed shock and outrage today on learning that the secret 
Purchase and Sale Agreement between Rider University and the Buyer, Kaiwen 
Education, would allow the Buyer to close Westminster Choir College immediately 
following a completed sale,” said the statement posted to its official website.

A statement issued to The Rider News by the university refuted the idea that the 
agreement allows Kaiwen to discontinue WCC at any time.

“The ability to modify, change, or discontinue academic offerings and programs 
because they are deemed substantially impracticable, economically infeasible or 
would substantially adversely affect WCC or Rider is the same right under which 
Rider has operated Westminster under the terms of  the Merger Agreement entered 
into between Rider and Westminster in 1991,” said Associate Vice President for 
University Marketing and Communications Kristine Brown. “It is irresponsible 
to suggest that Rider entered into an agreement that allows the buyer to close 
Westminster at any time.”

The 1991 agreement contained strikingly similar language to the clause in the 
recent agreement that has caused controversy. 

“Accordingly, the parties agree that, notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
in this Agreement, Rider shall not be obligated to continue any specific programs 
of  WCC, or to continue to operate or maintain the existing WCC campus, 
if  it determines, in good faith, that such continued action would substantially 
impracticable or would substantially adversely affect the affiliated or merged 
institutions,” reads the 19-year-old agreement, available at Planet Princeton.

Bruce Afran, attorney for the Westminster Foundation, which is the alumni and 
faculty group working to stop the sale, echoed concerns that Kaiwen would be able 
to close WCC in a press release on the foundation’s website on March 26.

“Rider University’s contract with Kaiwen Education, released just last week 
by the New Jersey Attorney General’s office, provides that the Chinese buyer may 
close Westminster Choir College any time after it is sold,” said Afran. “Section 
7.15 places virtually no limits on the power of  the Chinese buyer to shut the Choir 
College.”

President of  Rider’s AAUP chapter and assistant professor of  political science 
Michael Brogan said he was not shocked when the agreement surfaced and said that 
nothing would surprise him at this point when it comes to the situation.

“[This sale] becomes more and more complex the more that you read it and the 
more that you think about it,” said Brogan. 

Brogan also took exception to the statement from the university that portrayed 
outrage at the document as “irresponsible.” 

“What’s irresponsible is the fact that [the administration] has created this mess,” 
said Brogan. “What’s irresponsible is the fact [Dell’Omo] is tying up students’ 
livelihoods.”

The university continues to fight litigation regarding the sale of  WCC and the 
AAUP expects to learn next month the outcome of  its arbitration case filed against 
Rider. Additionally, the review of  the transaction by the Attorney General of  New 
Jersey is ongoing.

Former dean of the College of Business Administration, Cynthia Newman, stepped down from her position after Rider removed Chick-
fil-A from its on-campus restaurant options. She voiced her explanation at the  Student Government Association’s Senate meeting. 

WCC sale agreement made public, evoked anger
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By Megan Lupo and Stephen Neukam

IN the aftermath of  concerns raised by students 
following the statements made by current dean of  
Rider’s College of  Business Administration (CBA) 
Cynthia Newman about her religious reasoning 

to resign and the subsequent national media 
coverage, the Student Government Association 
(SGA) presented Newman with a platform to 
address and clarify her viewpoints during their 
senate meeting on March 26. 

Introducing Newman as generating “a positive 
learning experience for her, her students and the 
CBA” and asking the administration and students 
present to “please remain respectful,” SGA’s 
Executive Vice President and junior political 
science major Allison Anderson administered seven 
questions, on behalf  of  SGA. 

According to SGA’s Vice President for 
University Affairs and sophomore musical theater 
major Dylan Erdelyi, the intention for the open 
forum was to have a “productive conversation” on 
her beliefs and how it’s going to affect students and 
carry on to her professional climate.

“From one side 
of  the table, there 
were potential 

The sale of Westminster is under review by the Office of the Attorney General of New Jersey. 

Student government hosts forum for resigned dean 
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A silly situation
 These students couldn’t pull the “putty” over their eyes. On March 18 at 

9:39 a.m., Public Safety was called to Hill Hall for the report of a fire safety 
violation. After arriving, officers were directed to a room where two male 
students had placed a piece of Silly Putty over the smoke detector. The 
students were referred to the Office of Community Standards for violation 
of the student code of conduct.

Exit issues
Someone didn’t want to leave. On March 21 at 7:02 a.m., a Public Safety 

officer was patrolling Ziegler Hall when he found two exit signs inside the 
building had been damaged. A work order was submitted to facilities and 
Public Safety is currently looking into the damage.

Bottle Service 
Hiding in plain sight. On March 21 at 7:38 p.m., Public Safety was called 

to Hill Hall for the report of an alcohol violation. After arriving, officers 
were directed to a female student’s room where they discovered alcohol 
bottles in plain sight. The student was referred to the Office of Community 
Standards.

— Information provided by Public Safety Capt. Jim Flatley

S E C U R I T Y  B R I E F S
B Y  L A U R E N  L A V E L L E

By Lauren Lavelle

RIDER’S chapter of  Turning Point 
USA (TPUSA) was represented 
in Washington D.C. when Joshua 
Aminov, a junior accounting major 

and chapter president, was invited to the 
White House on March 21. 

Aminov was present for President 
Donald Trump’s signing of  a new executive 
order aimed to protect free speech across 
college and university campuses in the U.S. 
Rider’s chapter was one of  several other 
TPUSA chapters and politically-related 
organizations asked to attend the signing. 

“I was super excited knowing I’d be able 
to witness the president sign an executive 
order protecting everyone’s free speech on 
all college campuses,” Aminov said. 

Aminov said he also met with United 
States Secretary of  Education Betsy DeVos 
to discuss TPUSA’s history at Rider. 

Larry Newman, associate professor of  
marketing and TPUSA faculty advisor, said 
he was glad Aminov was acknowledged for 
his hard work on Rider’s campus. 

“Josh has worked very hard to increase 
free speech and discourse on our campus,” 
Newman said. “I am pleased that he was 
recognized for his efforts.”

Overall, Aminov said the experience was 

the “best day of  his life.”
“Being able to walk around and see the 

portraits of  past Presidents who walked in 
those same hallways made me realize what 
a true honor it was to be invited to such an 
important event in our nation’s history,” he 
said. 

Student invited to White House 
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threats brought up on some of  our Christian identifying students, and whether 
not now they feel comfortable with Rider’s administration, following this possible 
controversy,” Erdelyi said, who reached out to Newman after reading an article 
from the national conservative website Campus Reform. “And on the other side 
of  the table, there’s the LGBTQ students who may not feel comfortable in Dr. 
Newman’s classroom now that she’s staying on as a faculty member, following her 
very public comments.”

Although the forum was for Newman to address the student body, the event was 
never publicized to the campus community. Erdelyi said this decision was made to 
give her a safe environment to express her opinion. 

“If  she feels that she is under attack from the start, there’s not really any point 
inviting her in the first place,” Erdelyi said. “I think that’s why we didn’t necessarily 
blast it out to the community because we didn’t want it to turn into something that 
we didn’t intend it to be.”

Armed with a notepad, Newman was given more than a week to prepare her 
answers and the floor was not open to additional questions from the audience.

The Rider News submitted a question, asking “In response to a question about 
donating money to groups with anti-gay agendas, the president of  Chick-fil-A, Dan 
Cathy said, ‘Chick-fil-A is very much supportive of  the family, the biblical definition 
of  the family unit,’ maintaining that they operate based upon the biblical values in 
the sense of  a traditional marriage, being only between a man and a woman. 

“In an article published by the Rider News, you said, ‘...I have no problem with 
the University leadership deciding not to bring Chick-fil-A to campus in deference 
to the LGBTQ community. I do have a problem with University leadership passing 
judgement on Chick-fil-A’s values which are reflective with the values of  the 
Christian … faith.’ How do you rectify the incongruity between your statement and 
his, offering your support of  Rider’s LGBTQ community, while also aligning with 
Chick-fil-A’s stated values that inform their decision to donate millions to anti-
LGBTQ organizations?”

Newman responded,“People in organizations can have similar stated values but 
chose to live them out very differently. I chose to live out my Christian values in a 
manner that puts the emphasis on not judging other people and I’m showing others 
respect simply on the fact that they’re human, and we should have human decency 
and respect toward one another on that factor.”

Commenting on the question with a parable about Chick-fil-A CEO Dan 
Cathy and Campus Pride founder Shane Windmeyer’s unlikely friendship and 
mutual respect despite differing stances, Newman said that, “Based on [Shane’s] 
conversations with Dan Cathy, where Chick-fil-A changed their donation patterns. 
They no longer gave to organizations that were considered to be anti-LGBTQ and 
hate organizations.”

According to a MSN article, Chick-fil-A donated $1.8 million to anti-LGBTQ 
groups, including “the Fellowship of  Christian Athletes, which requires its 
employees to sign a policy that bars them from ‘homosexual acts,’” “the Salvation 
Army, which has a record of  opposing LGBTQ causes” and “the Paul Anderson 
Youth Home, a Georgia home for troubled youth that has blamed ‘sexual, physical, 
and mental abuse of  children’ for creating an ‘explosion of  homosexuality.”

As the questions progressed, Newman expressed frustration with the press 
coverage surrounding her decision.

“The media has their own biases. They have their own agendas. There was 
actually very little coverage of  what I actually said or why I did what I did,” said 

Newman. Any headline that said, ‘Dean resigns because Chick-fil-A isn’t on 
campus’ was wrong.

“I did resign because following the statement that said they weren’t going to 
bring Chick-fil-A to campus given widely perceived anti-LGBTQ stance of  the 
company, the administration then went a step further in that letter. They said that 
the values of  Chick-fil-A have not sufficiently progressed to align with the values 
of  Rider. As a non-sectarian institution, we shouldn’t be judging or evaluating 
the values of  any organization or any individual on our campus, and that is why I 
resigned,” she said. 

Newman felt there had been a significant amount of  “negative” media coverage. 
However, Newman supplied exclusive copies of  her resignation letter and talking 
points for the administration to the national conservative website Campus Reform 
to run in a March 4 article. 

Newman said that her agreeance to stay as faculty was so that she can ensure 
the Rider’s community standards are being implemented and thought that “more 
progress can be made to make our campus welcoming to all students.” 

“I agree with Rider’s stated values, community values. I would very much like to 
see them followed and instituted and lived out more and more every day,” Newman 
said. “That is in fact why I decided to stay at Rider so I can be a part of  seeing that 
happen and encouraging that to happen.”

After Anderson thanked Newman for “answering all our questions very 
thoroughly,” Newman made a swift exit. 

Once she left, Anderson asked the audience for their reactions.
Stating how Newman’s “answers [were] the bare minimum of  what we 

could have discussed,” sophomore graphic design major Giavanna Troilo didn’t 
understand Newman’s reasoning of  relating Rider’s statement to Christian beliefs.

“I think the biggest clarification that I need is why Rider’s statement on Chick-
fil-A’s values was so closely associated with Christian values? Because the statement 
said nothing about Christianity or any of  their values based on Christianity,” Troilo 
said. “They just talked about their values in general, which would reflect where 
their money has gone in the past.”

Echoing Troilo’s sentiment of  the lack of  detail in the questions, junior political 
science major Charles Palmer said he hoped for a more interactive conversation, 
comparing his experience to when Gourmet Dining spoke at senate previously. 

“Last week when Gourmet came, we gave Gourmet the questions, and they were 
also very supportive of  answering other questions that the audience have,” Palmer 
said. “It’s okay to ask those hard questions.”

Although Erdelyi said that he admired that Newman answered every question 
she was given, he found some of  her responses were more satisfactory than others.

“I don’t subscribe to the belief  she is not responsible for the potential fallout 
or the response to the media coverage. I believe that in choosing to release her 
statements, she took a step that can be perceived in many different ways by the 
greater campus community,” Erdelyi said. “Though she’s not responsible for 
potential sensationalizing of  her statements or being taken out of  context or 
anything. She is responsible for the student’s reactions to the things that she said.”

Reflecting on the event, Erdelyi said that by giving Newman a place to voice her 
opinion, he is supporting SGA’s mission. 

“We usually try to stay impartial and hear views of  all students and we know that 
we have students of  different perspectives across this whole campus,” Erdelyi said. 
“We don’t want to air on the side of  any on perspective, but we want to make sure 
all of  those perspectives are heard. I think that’s what we got from this the most.”

CONT’D FROM PAGE 1

Junior accounting major and Turning Point USA 
president Joshua Aminov poses at the White House 
during his March 21 visit. 

Students were dissatisfied with forum outcome
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By Lauren Amour

FEMALE athletes from both past and present attended the “Celebrating Women 
in Rider Athletics: A Reception in Their Honor” event, sponsored by Rider 
Athletics, Rider Women’s Basketball, the Center for Diversity and Inclusion and 
Alumni Relations, in an effort to celebrate Women’s History Month and honor 

female athletes on March 25 in the Student Recreation Center Seminar Room. 
Pamela Pruitt, director of  the Center for Diversity and Inclusion, praised the 

athletes in attendance for their ability to spark empowerment in women across 
campus through their sportsmanship, academic achievement and participation in 
community service. 

“You all do so much more than what you think in playing sports,” said Pruitt. 
“You are role models on this campus. We want to let you know how much we 
appreciate that.”  

 President Dell’Omo then took to the podium to emphasize the importance of  
women in Rider Athletics and to highlight the achievements of  current student 
athletes in their prospective sports and academics. 

 “You make us proud every time you compete,” he said. “We appreciate all you 
do in representing Rider in such a positive light in the classroom, in your respective 
sports and in the community.”

Dell’Omo then thanked the athletes for their commitment to their sports and 
Rider. 

Lynn Milligan, head coach of  the women’s basketball team and former Rider 
student athlete, introduced the keynote speaker, Jennifer Dahl Hines ’97. 

Hines, a member of  the Rider Athletics Hall of  Fame, was a former pitcher for 
the softball team. She is a two-time Northeast Conference Tournament MVP, won 
two championships during her sophomore and senior years and still holds the record 
for most wins in a season.

Hines reflected on her time at Rider as a student athlete and member of  the 
softball team. She shared stories about her friends, teammates and memories that 
ultimately shaped her future and career. 

“What I had no idea about at the time was how ahead of  the game and prepared 
for the future I already was,” she said. 

Hines is a seventh grade Life Science teacher and a graduate assistant pitching 
coach at La Salle University. 

 “Everything that has made you a success at your sport can make you a success 
in any venture you choose,” said Hines. “The skills you already have will make you 
valuable employees in the future.” 

Awards for community service, leadership and academics were presented to 
current female student athletes, teams and club sports.

Female athletes celebrated for Women’s History Month 

Pamela Pruitt honoring female athletes at the “Celebrating Women in Rider Athletics: A Reception in 
Their Honor” event on March 25 in the Student Recreation Center Seminar Room. 
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Comedian and poet visits Rider for laughs
By Christian McCarville

RIDER students who needed a bit of  comedic 
relief  in their lives got it on March 25, when the 
Student Entertainment Council (SEC) prescribed 
a dose of  Langston Kerman, the multi-talented 

comedian, who performed at the Bart Luedeke Center 
Theater.

Kerman, most popularly known from his 
appearances on Comedy Central and HBO’s 
“Insecure,” delivered over an hour of  hilarious comedy 
to an eager crowd. The audience ate up his material 
and had several chances to interact with him during 
the performance, which was quite rare for a comedy 
show. 

His audience interaction created a very immerse 
and fun-filled experienced as he told his jokes, the 
majority of  which related to marriage and couples. 
This was because Kerman himself  was recently 
engaged and his relationship was a large aspect of  
his life, one that he decided to shed light on through 
comedy.

Born and raised in Oak Park, Illinois, Kerman 
graduated from Boston University with a Master’s 
degree in poetry. He jokingly told the audience to not 
do this, as it would be nearly impossible to ever obtain 
a job. However, in an interview after the performance, 
Kerman delved further into the truth behind this joke. 

“I graduated when the economy wasn’t in a great 
place,” Kerman said. “It was very difficult for me to 
find a job, which is what brought me to comedy.” 

Comedy wasn’t the only 
profession Kerman was 
drawn to. 

“I’m also an actor and 
a writer,” Kerman said. 
“I do all of  these 
different thing and 
they come together to 
make me who I am 
and pay my bills.”

Kerman’s 
change of  
direction in his 
career path has 
evidently payed 
off  for him, as he 
has become a 
successful comedian 
and gained a 
role as the character 
“Jered” in the hit HBO 
show “Insecure.” He is 
also slated to appear in 
a new show on Comedy 
Central titled “South 
Side,” a scripted comedy 
following two friends 
trying to make ends 
meet in Englewood, 
Chicago.

Kerman has also authored many poems, making 
him a well-rounded individual comprised of  various 
talents.

As for students arriving back on campus for the 
last few weeks of  the spring semester, Kerman’s 
performance offered more than just a few laughs. 

“I really enjoyed the show,” said Kelly Phillips, a 
freshman film, TV and radio major. “It was a great 

event to get students excited to be back on campus. It 
was an opportunity for students to reunite with their 
campus friends and enjoy some comedy.”
The Rider community can be on the lookout for 

more fun and entertaining events planned by the SEC 
in the near future.

Seniors cement their legacies in bricks outside SRC  
By Megan Raab

AFTER a cold and snowy winter in 
Lawrenceville, New Jersey, a new 
addition to the Student Recreation 
Center gives Broncs a place to 

enjoy the budding spring. Located outside 
of  the building is a new patio seating area 
featuring the Legacy Walkway, donated by 
Rider’s senior class of  2019. 

Senior class president Olivia 
Battinelli said the new patio is not only 
aesthetically pleasing, but it allows 
members of  the senior class to reflect on 
their time at Rider. 

“It’s an amazing [opportunity for 
students to leave their] legacy,” she said. 
“Students can come back and visit their 
bricks in the years to come.” 

As the weather begins to warm up 
in the spring season, this patio provides 
a place for students to sit and do 
homework, catch up with friends or just 
enjoy the sunshine.

 “The patio came at the perfect 
time,” sophomore musical theater major 
Madylin Rogers said. “It makes studying 
much more enjoyable when you get to do 
it outside. As a Texas girl, getting to enjoy 
the sunshine makes Rider feel more like 
home.” 

Just steps away from 
the Bronc Bites food truck 
and Starbucks, students 
can enjoy their drinks and 
snacks at the tables and 
chairs on the patio. 

For Kathleen Collins, a 
junior musical theater major, 

the patio has already provided 
opportunities for socialization. 

“It is such a great place to 
meet up with friends and enjoy 
the company of  my classmates,” 
she said. 

Battinelli said that her 
impact on Rider was finding 
ways to get involved as much 
as possible during her time 
on campus. She advises 
underclassmen to do the 
same. 

“No matter where their 
interests lay, there is a 
plethora of  activities and 
organizations on campus to 
participate in and explore,” 
Battinelli said. “Being 
involved really helps you 
make the most of  your 
college experience. Although 
something might seem 
outside of  your comfort 
zone, students should still 
push themselves to join in and 
engage as much as possible.”

Battinelli and the rest of  the senior 
class left their marks on campus in 
the form of  engraved bricks lining the 
walkway, many of  which are labeled with 

their name and “Class of  2019.”
Sophomore musical theater major, 

James Vinson, said he has already felt the 
impact of  the Legacy Walkway on his 

Rider experience. 
“Seeing the Legacy 

Walkway makes me 
think about the legacy 
I can create for myself  
here at Rider,” he said. 
“I know I have the 

opportunity to do great things here and I 
can only hope that I can do something to 
inspire others.”

By Dylan Manfre

STUDENTS affiliated with BroncVision, 
the streaming service for Rider 
athletics, had the opportunity 
to attend the MAAC basketball 

tournament in Albany, New York from 
March 7 to 11.  

Freshmen film, TV and radio majors 
Kaylee Ettinger and Sarah Waldron, 
senior sports management major Matt 
Gonzalez and sophomore sports media 
major Austin Boland-Ferguson worked a 
variety of  jobs for the post-season games.

“Going to Albany makes you see how 
real it is,” Waldron said. “To know what 
we know how to do for actual TV is 
insane. We even got a tour of  the ESPN 
truck and their [trailer] is literally the 
same as our trailer, just $7 million more.”

Waldron and Ettinger agreed that 
their knowledge of  broadcast has vastly 
expanded because of  their experience 
at BroncVision. It’s gotten to the point 
where they don’t watch a game the same 
way a fan would.

The two went to a restaurant on 
their day off  and saw a game on TV. 
Ettinger, who coordinated the graphics 
for the productions, was going through 
the motions as if  she were putting the 
graphics up herself  and anticipated 
which graphic would come next.

For Gonzalez, going to Albany was 
a “no-brainer.” In addition to being the 
“Dunkin’ Cup” in the MAAC mascot 
basketball game, he loved seeing how 
other schools ran the show. 

“It was interesting to see how other 
schools interacted with the equipment 
and how they conducted themselves 
during the broadcasts,” Gonzalez said. 
“It was also great networking with a few 

of  the MAAC professionals.”
The students didn’t just work with 

Rider’s games in the tournament, nor 
were they with their colleagues the entire 
time. Waldron worked with a handful of  
students from Iona University.

Chris Foster, assistant athletic director 
for digital and new media, said that the 
collaboration with other students working 
the broadcasts was immensely beneficial.

“The biggest benefit for the students 
and their experience up at the MAAC 
tournament in Albany was getting to 
know other students who were up there 
from other schools that have similar 
experiences that they do,” he said. 
“There were some incredible talents 
up there from other schools. Everyone 
brought something great to the table.”

The MAAC’s 11 affiliated schools 
are contractually obligated with ESPN 
to produce live broadcasts on ESPN3 
and ESPN+. Following Rider’s first 
year operating its production truck, 
Manhattan College has secured its own 
truck and will start making content in the 
2019-20 academic year.

“I think you’re seeing schools go the 
direction that Rider did and give students 
the experience on equipment that they’re 
going to use in future positions in media,” 
Foster said. “I think it’s a testament to the 
step Rider was willing to take in doing 
that.”

Students can watch Rider athletics’ games for 
free on ESPN3 or create an ESPN+ membership 
for $4.99 per month.

BroncVision offers unique opportuinity in Albany
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Freshmen Sarah Waldron (right) and Kaylee Ettinger (left), who worked z the 2018-19 academic 
year for BroncVision had the opporunity to work alongside professionals and other students at the 
MAAC Basketball Tournament.
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Langston Kerman, an accomplished comedian and poet, performed one of his comedy routines in for Rider students. His jokes provided endless laughs during the performance, which was a nice 
“welcome back” for students after returning from spring break.

The new patio outside the Student Recreation Center gives students a new place to sit outside with friends and also gives 
the class of 2019 an opportunity to reflect on their time and impacts at Rider.

‘‘It’s an amazing [opportunity for students to leave their] legacy. 
Students can come back and visit their bricks in the years to come.”  
 Olivia Battinelli, rider class Of 2019 president

It was very difficult for me to find a job, which is what brought me 
to comedy.”  
 langstOn kerman, cOmedian

‘‘
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Alumna calls for inclusionary actions  

SINCE Rider wants to be 
inclusive of  all groups, it’s not 
necessarily evil that [Turning 
Point USA] exists. Their choice 

to specifically target opposing ideas 
through close-minded discussion 
— statements rather than academic 
discussion — is what’s detrimental. 
While college campuses should allow 
for different ideals, even including 
alt-right, the club’s methods of  
promoting these ideas seems to be 
nothing short of  indoctrination.

It does not come past me that 
this group pulled from two under-
represented populations to help 
spread these beliefs in policy — [the 
presenters of  the "White Privilege 
is a Myth" event] a Latina and 
an African-American man. I’m 
assuming it is to make the message 
somehow easier to receive. Both 
of  these people are surrounded by 
controversy and are known to be 
rude and condescending to anyone 
who challenges their beliefs.

If  they are, it is a normalized 
deviant behavior and the creation 
of  such things only normalize 
separatist policy that does not 
address alternatives to issues such as 
these. To say there is no problem is a 
rhetoric far outdated, the appendage 
of  this argument directly points to a 
time in which everyone in American 
society did not have the right to 
exercise their votes.

To the administration, professors 
have now been put on the watchlist. 
Is this fair to professors as what they 
are teaching could be presented as 
such? Did the idea of  traditionalism 
of  this group only apply when 
convenient? These professors 
are trained and well-researched 
individuals with credentials to know 
about such topics and should do so 
without ramification. There is up-to-
date information they share. This is 
an academic institution.

To potential students, it is good 
enough, but for the ones that are 
already here, it is not good enough? 
To denounce the morals of  one 
group such as Chick-fil-A, because 
you do not support their corporate 
values but to allow an event like this 
to happen is another? While the 
students would have been paying 
into the franchise, they still pay into 
this group with the Student Activities 
Fee. Is this not the same thing and 
holds the same accountability?

If  we are talking about 
association, let it be so.

Every group that exists is an 
extension of  the promise we made 
to our past, present and future. It’s 
been almost no time since I [stood]as 
a Student Government Association 
(SGA) representative, voicing my 
concerns on tripartite committees 
and in board offices. Two years and I 
feel a very profound unsettlement for 
the future of  my alma mater. Most 
educated professionals recognize the 
danger of  association.

To the SGA, lead with 
certainty. Know the ramifications 
of  your choices to pass this sort 
of  organization. Know who you 
are and stand by it. You want to 
represent students? Do so regularly 
and consistently. You want to 
move away from the organization? 

Denounce it. You support the event? 
Say so. To be apolitical is too easy. 
You are not independent of  your 
constituents.  

The [“White Privilege is a 
Myth”] event opens up little to no 
discourse on the matter. Diversity 
groups have all the platform in the 
world but where is the support of  
the most influential higher-ups? 
Inclusionary policy should be woven 
into inclusionary events.

We are only given a finite amount 
of  time to make impactful decisions 
and letting groups like this exist 
changes the jargon and overall 
conversation.

To both the administration and 
SGA, where is the encouraged 
discourse? This group fights for 
free marketplace, free speech- 
including hate speech and are at 
the prerogative of  the student body; 
however, when students start to feel 
unsafe, then there is so much more 
you can do besides not talk about 
it. Facilitate forums, write policy, 
talk to students and strive to be the 
facilitators.

Normalization of  deviant policy, 
with groups such as SGA and 
the administration, apathy and 
apoliticalism, has given permission 
for these groups to indoctrinate.

To anyone in a position where 
you can change morale, environment 
and policy – and are choosing not 
to – learn how to use your voice and 
be the loudest among them because 
everyone is watching. Without using 
your position and the voice you 
are given, you do not deserve to sit 
there.

If  the group strives to exist, 
more inclusionary actions need 
to be taken. Otherwise, the whole 
of  the university will be forced to 
question exactly what we all are 
associated with. What we support 
and what we are silent to, fall in the 
same category in the eyes of  the 
disenfranchised. I do not support 
this event for its exclusionary nature 
and hope the Rider community will 
work toward a more inclusionary 
process moving forward.

 
 

~Ruth Del Pino 
Rider alumna
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L E T T E R  TO  T H E  E D I TO R

Rider professor speaks on New Zealand massacre 

ALTHOUGH I have not lived in 
Aotearoa for over 30 years, 
I still count myself  as in 
part a New Zealander. The 

white supremacist murder of  50 
Muslims has shocked people who 
live there and abroad. The country 
never imagined such things could 
happen because, like many Western 
nations, it overtly prides itself  on its 
appreciation of  all cultures. New 
Zealanders look to our broad middle 
class, Maoris in prominent positions 
in society, being the first country in 
the world for women to vote in 1893, 
having the first transgender member 
of  parliament in the world, and so 
on.

We are fortunate to have Prime 
Minister Jacinda Adern, who has 
led a reasonable and sympathetic 
response to the violent outrage. She 
has worked immediately with the 
people affected. The parliament 
recently opened with a reading from 
the Quran about loss and faith, 
and she has already moved forward 
legislation to curtail automatic 
weapons. Nevertheless, like other 
countries, xenophobia — the hatred 
and fear of  others who are different 
— is never very far from the top. 
Her deputy prime minister is an 
islamophobic moron who has openly 
stirred up fear and suspicion about 
Muslims in New Zealand. 

The U.S. has also frequently 
expressed its openness to the “tired,” 
“poor,” “huddled masses” and 
“wretched refuse” of  people from 
other places. I am fortunate to be an 

immigrant. The most recent change 
here is that now xenophobia rules 
from the top with a harmful shame 
for a president who has stirred 
up fears and candidly promotes 
violence against others. Wickeder 
are Republican politicians who 
condone his words, worst of  all, with 
silence.

Aotearoa mourns, but it is also 
making positive changes. The 
event reaffirms that we must all 
step up here in the U.S., to bring 
about political and social change 
in positive directions. We should 
not lose sight of  where the real 
injustices are in this country and 
work to correct them. We can start 
right here on campus, in our local 
area or work for equality on a 
national stage. Americans, like New 
Zealanders, can pride themselves 
for some things, but it is only thanks 
to those who actively work to make 
enlightened change and to change 
those who do not, that we can hold 
our heads up at all.

Matthew Boyd Goldie
English professor 
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L E T T E R  TO  T H E  E D I TO R  

Former Rider student expresses dismay with Turning Point USA
  

Opinion

READING about Rider after having left it has become an exhausting process. 
While this should bring me nostalgic feelings, it instead provokes my patience 
— though this is, of  course, not the fault of  its messenger, The Rider News. 
Rather, it is because of  the incorrigible propagandism espoused by Turning 

Point USA and its Rider chapter which threatens the fraying thread that our 
community already struggles to hang onto thanks to the university’s incompetent 
president and complacent administration: in a word, our integrity. 

I won’t waste time reiterating the pithy words of  my friend Sam Sawh, her 
view on Turning Point’s “White Privilege is a Myth” event (which is being held on 
April 2, a day too late if  you ask me) is mine exactly. What I want to encourage 
the community to reflect on is the role it is preparing to allow this thinly veiled 
extremism to play at 2083 Lawrenceville Road. 

In my mind, there are three reactions we might have to this problem, we could 
welcome it as the liveliness long absent on this campus, or we could ignore it as the 
passing craze many think it to be. But we could also resist it and I argue that this is 
actually both the easiest and most appropriate response available. 

 To welcome it would be dangerous for a number of  reasons, despite the 
temptation to indulge in a more lively campus dialogue in whatever form it may 
take, chief  among them being the impact doing so would have on our dialogue. Let 
me be clear: this is a question of  naked lies being clandestinely offered as valid, but 
simply alternative viewpoints. 

To illustrate, let’s look at an example. In an interview with this newspaper, 
Rider Turning Point USA President Joshua Aminov said there is “no relationship” 
between Turning Point and his employer, Campus Reform, after casually admitting 
that the latter group has floated his club’s invited speaker fees in the past. However, 
a quick sweep through the propaganda site’s list of  contributors reveals four 
current and former Turning Point chapter presidents other than Aminov, at least 
two chapter leadership members and other admitted supporters. 

Therefore, to claim there is no relationship between the two organizations is like 
saying that coworkers who go out to eat after work are in no way doing so because 
of  connections formed on the job. Perhaps there’s no explicit link between work 
and play, but it’s no coincidence that the same people are in the same two places. 

To ignore this threat is to say that it will pass or that the risk it poses isn’t great 
enough. The present threat, though, is not simply one of  a belligerent ideology 
bullying the discourse; the influence of  such phenomena waxes and wanes. It’s 
tempting for that reason to let things be as they may,  like leaving litter on the 
ground since, after all, it won’t be there forever. That would be an easy way to go 

about this, and I can understand why, with all else that’s going on in this moment, 
many are tempted to do just that. 

However, I hold that it is just as easy — if  not easier — to resist this problem. 
To quote the great debater and essayist Christopher Hitchens: “That which has 
been asserted without evidence can be dismissed without evidence.” The “Hitchens 
razor,” as this charming maxim has come to be known, practically falls on me 
from its place in the cabinet as I think about our dilemma. After all, why should 
we permit grandstanding organizations’ ostentatious concern for cool-headed, 
pluralistic conversation to level our judgment of  their events which commit 
philosophical kidnapping to win the ransom of  our acceptance? The only way 
I could see that happening is if  the figure heads were especially persuasive —
however, they lie through their teeth without a prayer of  being believed. Hitchens’ 
razor instructs us to evict those who blatantly lie and distort the truth. 

And the truth is this: Turning Point USA is not, nor has it ever been, interested 
in earnest debate or enlightened exchange. It has two goals — to radicalize high 
school and college students far past the coherent goalposts of  the political right 
and to provoke liberals, centrists, and conservatives alike into positions designed 
for carefully crafted character assassination. What is happening to Barbara Franz 
is only the latest maddening example — and likely one of  many to come. They 
accomplish this by working with media outlets like Campus Reform, Tucker 
Carlson’s Daily Caller and Ben Shapiro’s Daily Wire. 

None of  it is news — it’s propaganda. 
The fundamental way to resist this radicalization effort is simple: ruthlessly 

interrogate it. Don’t take any of  the messaging as it is presented. Propagandists do 
not like questions because their narratives do not hold up to scrutiny. Turning Point 
USA is no different. From questions come answers, which in this case make plain 
the worth of  this disreputable organization. 

So let me pitch you a simple question, while any feverish proselytizer who may 
have started reading this is likely still busy thumbing through the thesaurus to try 
and follow along:

What place does the truth have here?
                                                                                                           Kenny Dillon  
                                                                                                          former student 
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Broncs’ offensive explosion not enough

W R E S T L I N G

Rider wrestlers earn victories at NCAA Championships

Junior Jesse Dellavecchia earned a win at the 2019 NCAA Championship.

By Mike Ricchione

FOUR Rider wrestlers entered the NCAA National 
Championships but none earned a spot on the 
podium at the event in Pittsburgh from March 21 
through March 23.

The three-day tournament held at the PPG Paints 
Arena didn’t see any of  the Broncs wrestle past the 
second day.

“It’s always tough on both the athletes and 
the coaches to leave the NCAA’s without an All-
American,” Head Coach John Hangey said. “That’s 
always been the goal and will remain the goal for our 
program.”

Junior Dean Sherry and sophomore Ethan Laird 
qualified for the tournament by winning Eastern 
Wrestling League (EWL) titles at 174 and 197 
respectively.

Juniors Anthony Cefolo and Jesse Dellavecchia 
came up short in their EWL title matches but 
were able to secure the few automatic qualifying 
spots available for non-champions at 133 and 165 
respectively.

Dellavecchia, the highest-seeded Bronc at 14th, 
made it the furthest in the championship bracket.

In the first round, Dellavecchia made it past 
19th-seeded Tanner Skidgel of  Navy with a 9-2 
decision.

Dellavecchia would be majored by his second 
round opponent, three seed Josh Shields of  Arizona 
State, 10-2.

Laird also won a match in the championship 
bracket but was a step back. Drawing the 32nd seed 
in the tournament, Laird had to wrestle in a pigtail 
match against Chattanooga’s Rod Jones.

Laird got the deciding takedown in overtime for 

sudden victory. Following the pigtail victory, Laird 
drew the No. 1 seed. Laird suffered a first-period pin 
to the eventual champ, Penn State’s Bo Nickal.

Sherry also fell to the eventual champ at 174, 
repeating title-winner Zahid Valencia of  Arizona State 
via major decision, 11-2.

Cefolo’s first round match against Minnesota’s 
Ethan Lizak was a tight one but he wasn’t able to close 
the gap to upset the number six seed as he fell 3-1.

The title at 133 ended up in the state of  New 
Jersey when Rutgers’ Nick Suriano captured it over 
Oklahoma State’s Daton Fix.

Dellavecchia and Laird made it the furthest in the 
tournament, both making it to the third round of  
consolation brackets.

Dellavecchia joined the consolation bracket in 
its second round after the loss against Shields and 
bounced back with a 14-6 major decision over West 
Virginia’s Nick Kiussis.

He dropped his next match, 11-3, to Michigan’s 
Logan Massa.

Laird earned decisions against Drexel’s Stephen 
Loiseau, 7-1, and Oklahoma’s Jake Woodley, 4-0, 
before falling to Cornell’s Ben Honis, 10-5.

Sherry also won a match in the consolation bracket 
when he pinned Indiana’s Jake Covaciu with nine 
seconds left in the match.

“Our kids gained some extremely valuable 
experience,” said Hangey. “I know it will motivate 
these four guys to work harder to put themselves in 
position to get back here and get it right next year.”

Rider posed no threat to Penn State’s eighth 
national title in nine years.

All four NCAA qualifiers return next year as Rider 
joins the Mid-American Conference. 

Junior outfielder Jack Peterson hit three homeruns and drove in six runs in a series against Niagara on March 23 and March 24.
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By Austin Ferguson

DESPITE scoring 22 runs in a three-game series against Niagara to open 
conference play, the baseball team opened MAAC play 1-2 after back-to-back 
losses on March 23 and March 24. Rider 8-14 (1-2 MAAC) won its first home 
game of  the season against LIU Brooklyn, 6-5, on March 20 and won at La 

Salle, 12-11, on March 26.
With the score knotted at five heading into the eighth inning, junior pitcher 

Sebastian Williamson was called upon to hold the Blackbirds’ offense. Williamson 
dominated and put out LIU Brooklyn’s batters in order. 

In the bottom of  the eighth, graduate student catcher Mike Ionta hit a single to 
right field that drove in senior infielder Richie Tecco to give Rider a 6-5 lead, and 
senior pitcher Zach Gakeler threw a strong ninth inning out of  the bullpen to secure 
the win. The win was credited to Williamson, his first of  the season and Gakeler 
was credited with his team-leading third save of  the year.

Rider’s good fortune continued in the first half  of  its doubleheader against 
Niagara. Strong starting pitching and a late offensive explosion gave the Broncs a 
second-straight victory. 

Junior pitcher Pete Soporowski started for Rider and dominated throughout 
his seven and two-thirds innings of  work. Soporowski let up three earned runs 
throughout his start, striking out a career-high 15 batters during his work.

“You can’t ask for anything better than what we got today from our starters,” 
Head Coach Barry Davis said.  “[Soporowski] had 15 strikeouts. He got a little tired 
at the end there, but he picked up where he left off  in California.” 

Soporowski tossed eight strikeouts, only letting up one run in a 5-1 Rider victory 
over UC Riverside on March 8. 

The Broncs struggled early against Niagara, only amassing two hits in the 
first five innings. With the game tied, 2-2, in the bottom half  of  the sixth, junior 
outfielder Jack Peterson blasted a two-run homerun, his first of  the year, to give 
Rider a 4-2 lead over Niagara.

From there, the Broncs didn’t look back. With Rider holding a one-run lead 
going into the bottom of  the eighth, the Broncs exploded for seven runs, highlighted 
by a two-run double by Ionta. The Purple Eagles went scoreless in the ninth to give 
Rider a 13-5 victory in the first half  of  the doubleheader.

The second game of  the day proved to be the exact opposite, with only one run 
scored between both teams. 

Matthew Brash and sophomore Vincent Vitacco got the starting nods for 
Niagara and Rider respectively. Both starters went the distance, each pitching all 
seven innings of  that game.

During his performance, Vitacco let up seven hits while striking out five batters, 
and allowed one run in the third inning. 

The rubber game of  the set between Rider and the Purple Eagles was a high-
scoring affair, scoring a combined 21 runs during the game.

After an early offensive onslaught from Niagara, the Broncs found themselves 
down 8-0 going into the home half  of  the fourth inning. Peterson’s hot bat came up 
big once again, driving in Rider’s first run of  the game and driving in three more in 
later innings.

“It has a lot to do with continuous repetition and a positive mindset,” Peterson 
said about his recent hitting success. “During our California trip, I really struggled 
with timing and being over anxious at the plate. I was getting behind early and 
putting myself  in a hole.” 

Peterson got himself  out of  that hole against Niagara, hitting three home runs 
and driving home six in those three games. His three home runs and 16 RBI this 
season ranks second in each category for Rider, only trailing senior first baseman 
Riley Mihalik in both categories.

Despite a season-high 17 team hits, the Broncs ultimately fell to the Purple 
Eagles in the third game, 12-9.

Though Rider’s bats weren’t enough to will them to a series victory, Davis sees 
promise in the Broncs’ offense.

“This team, unlike every other team I’ve ever had here, is the most positive, 
enthusiastic group in the dugout,” Davis said. “We stayed in the game and they 
battled. They believed in themselves and what you saw was a result of  their 
enthusiasm. I think you’ll continue to see that moving forward.”
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Graduate student Sara Gardner won a gold medal in the 60-meter hurdles at the Eastern College Athletic Conference Championships on March 3. Gardner also won the high jump in the final indoor meet of her career.

Inside today: The 
baseball team lost a 
weekend series with 
Niagara. Page 11

Sara Gardner leaps over obstacles in final season

By Dylan Manfre

GRADUATE student and track 
and field star Sara Gardner is 
described as being as good a 
person as she is an athlete by her 

coaches. 
Between track, a course load triple 

the size of  a traditional graduate 
student and time with friends, the free 
time in her schedule goes by faster than 
her split in a relay. Somehow, she finds 
a way to make it all work.

Priorities are important to Gardner 
and when she isn’t cruising the oval, 
she works almost 20 hours a week as 
a graduate assistant in the Academic 
Success Center. 

“You wake up every morning and 
say, ‘This is what I have to get done 
today’ and you find a way to get it 
done and I think a lot of  it comes from 
track,” Gardner said. “You learn so 
many different qualities [from] coaches, 
your teammates and from going to 
practice everyday.”

Gardner also boasts an uncanny 
mental toughness; this attribute helped 
on multiple occasions during some of  
the lows of  her collegiate career. 

After transferring from Mount St. 
Mary’s College to Rider in 2015, she 
was forced to forego her sophomore 
season due to NCAA transfer rules. 

A false start in the first meet of  her 
post-undergrad career haunted her. She 
suffered three herniated discs in the 
right side of  her back near the end of  
her senior campaign.

She admitted that, after being told 
about the transfer rule, she doubted her 

abilities and questioned how she would 
handle taking a year off  from her 
favorite thing in the world. 

“Mental toughness comes from 
rough times. To fall, false start, have 
rough practices and to have meets 
where you say ‘Hey, that wasn’t my 
meet.’ I think that’s what gave me my 
mental toughness,” Gardner said. “You 
need to be knocked down to get the 
mental toughness to get back to the 
top.”

During the recovery process from 
her herniated discs, she worked closely 
with Associate Head Coach Brett 
Harvey. 

Gardner prioritized her training 
each day and the Holland Township, 
New Jersey native endured four rounds 
of  steroid epidural shots in her back 
and was pain free by the fall 2018 
season.

“[The injury] happened out of  
nowhere. We don’t know what caused 
it,” Gardner said. “That summer [of  
2018] was a bit of  a low because we 
were dealing with this pain. That was 
a rough time but I knew the end result 
would be worth it and we’ve managed 
to have a lot of  highs this indoor 
season.”

According to Harvey, Gardner was 
able to set aside all the effects of  the 
injury and raced as if  she was pain 
free. While it was not evident to anyone 
watching, the pain lingered.

Gardner managed to have plenty of  
highs during her final indoor season. 
Some notable accomplishments 
include breaking her own Rider 

record in the 60-meter hurdles at the 
MAAC Championship on Feb. 18, 
running 8.41 seconds. Her gold-medal 
performance in the same event at the 
Eastern College Athletic Conference 
(ECAC) Championship meet in Boston 
was a highlight; she finished in an All-
East time of  8.45 seconds. 

It was the same event she faulted in 
at the beginning of  this season.

The race served as a big pay-off  
moment to her recovery effort and 
hard work. According to Harvey, it was 
Rider’s first ECAC title in track and 
field since Jazmine Fenlator in 2007.

“It just goes to show, no matter 
how you start, it doesn’t change your 
outcome,” Gardner said. “That false 
start shook me. I’ve been working for 
that for five years. It was an emotional 
moment for me because it had topped 
the ending of  my indoor career.”

Gardner, however, does not want to 
take all the credit for her performances. 
She values the bond with her coaches 
as well as the support of  her parents, 
who helped her bounce back from 
many of  the lows. 

Harvey helped Gardner stay 
mentally focused during her redshirt 
year and worked with her. She said his 
training created a lot of  momentum for 
her heading into her junior, senior and 
graduate years.

“She had a pretty tumultuous year 
[at Mount Saint Mary’s] so what 
we tried to do was assess what her 
strengths and weaknesses were as an 
overall athlete. She was kind of  like a 
wild horse,” said Harvey.

 The bond never wavered over the 
years. Harvey saw Gardner grow into 
the athlete and individual she is now 
and said she is one of  the hardest 
workers he’s ever coached. Harvey 
recalled a defining meet in both of  
their careers — when Gardner defeated 
Quinnipiac’s Jessica Lee in the 100-
meter hurdles at the 2018 MAAC 
Outdoor Championship meet.

Lee came into the meet as the 
conference record holder in the event 
at 13.65 seconds and never lost to 
Gardner.

“There was a real determination 
on Sara’s part to beat Jessica and win 
a title,” Harvey said. “There was the 
feeling that they were the two best 
female hurdlers the conference has 
ever seen. She wanted to be able to say 
she beat Jess head-to-head before she 
graduated. Sara beat Jessica to the first 
hurdle. For the first time, Jessica had to 
chase Sara.”

Gardner and Lee were separated by 
.20 seconds as they crossed the line in 
13.41 and 13.61 seconds, respectively. 
Gardner’s time stands as the new meet 
record.

What Gardner admires most 
about herself  is her resiliency and has 
made displaying those qualities to the 
underclassmen a priority.

“I tell myself  ‘Hey, you’ve been 
knocked down. You’ll get back.’ I won’t 
let myself  give up — ever. I hope that 
sticks for the rest of  my life because it’s 
something my parents have instilled 
in me and I’ve instilled in myself,” 
Gardner said.
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